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We’ve all heard people say it: “The problem with Christians is that they think Jesus is the only way to heaven.” Even
reason says: We go to the college of our choice, watch the cable channel of our choice, and eat the food of our choice.
So why can’t we pray to the god of our choice and get to heaven by any means we choose? These are fair questions.
Questions that demand an answer if Christians are going to insist that their claims are true—and that all other religions’
claims about salvation are thereby false. They are questions Philip Ryken confronts head-on in this accessible book.
Within these pages, the four essential Christian beliefs that pluralists find most troublesome are explained in clear,
everyday terms. Ryken argues not only that Jesus is the only way, but also why this must be true.
A fictionalized biography of St. Francis of Assisi.
Transrealist writing treats "immediate perceptions in a fantastic way," according to science fiction writer and
mathematician Rudy Rucker, who originated the term. In the expanded sense argued in this book, it also intensifies
imaginative fiction by writing the fantastic from the standpoint of richly personalized experience, as in the works of Philip
K. Dick. This volume examines a variety of work from a transrealist perspective, including the writings of Dick, Rucker,
Kurt Vonnegut, J.G. Ballard, and John Barth.
The Way of Holiness clearly illustrates that each crisis of decision in the Christian life is a turning point. An opportunity to
choose God, to express your devotion to Him, and to experience His direction.
Explores the nature of the Trinity, discussing the different attributes of each member of it and how they form a whole.
The 18th century was a wealth of knowledge, exploration and rapidly growing technology and expanding record-keeping
made possible by advances in the printing press. In its determination to preserve the century of revolution, Gale initiated
a revolution of its own: digitization of epic proportions to preserve these invaluable works in the largest archive of its kind.
Now for the first time these high-quality digital copies of original 18th century manuscripts are available in print, making
them highly accessible to libraries, undergraduate students, and independent scholars. Medical theory and practice of the
1700s developed rapidly, as is evidenced by the extensive collection, which includes descriptions of diseases, their
conditions, and treatments. Books on science and technology, agriculture, military technology, natural philosophy, even
cookbooks, are all contained here. ++++ The below data was compiled from various identification fields in the
bibliographic record of this title. This data is provided as an additional tool in helping to insure edition identification: ++++
British Library T122817 London: printed for J. F. and C. Rivington, T. Longman B. Law, H. Baldwin, G. G. J. and J.
Robinson, W. Lowndes, and I. and J. Taylor, 1787. 24p., plates; 16°
The Builder's JewelOr, the Youth's Instructor, and Workman's Remembrancer. ... by B. and T. Langley. a New EditionGale Ecco,
Print Editions
By thoroughly investigating every aspect of theology to be found in the Old Testament, Father McKenzie offers a total theological
statement of this timeless record. "The theology of the Old Testament," he writes, "has to be the study of the reality of Yahweh.
The Old Testament is the sole literary witness to that reality as the record of the experience of Israel." Seven categories outline the
book: cult, revelation, history, nature, wisdom, political and social institutions, and the future of Israel. Together, these categories
provide a pathway to God that is far more complete than that which can be experienced by any individual. For McKenzie, the
Hebrew scriptures are to be understood as the independent record of the early Israelite community's experience with God, rather
than as a prelude to or forecast of the New Testament.
The grace of God our Saviour hath in these latter days appeared in His servant Francis unto all such as be truly humble, and
lovers of holy Poverty, who, adoring the overflowing mercy of God seen in him, are taught by his ensample to utterly deny
ungodliness and worldly lusts and to live after the manner of Christ, thirsting with unwearied desire for the blessed hope. For God
Most High regarded him, as one that truly was poor and of a contrite spirit, with so great condescension of His favour as that not
only did He raise him up in his need from the dust of his worldly way of life, but also made him a true professor, leader, and herald
of Gospel perfection. Aeterna Press
Drawing on the evidence of anthropology as well as ancient literature and inscriptions, Gagarin examines the emergence of law in
Greece from the 8th through the 6th centuries B.C., that is, from the oral culture of Homer and Hesiod to the written enactment of
codes of law in most major cities.
It's with a heavy heart that Jane Austen takes up a new residence at Chawton Cottage in Hampshire. Secretly mourning the lost
love of her life, she's stunned to learn that the late Lord Harold Trowbridge has made her heir to an extraordinary bequest: a
Bengal chest filled with his diaries, letters, and most intimate correspondence. From these, Jane is expected to write a memoir of
the Gentleman Rogue for posterity. But before she can put pen to paper on this labor of love, she discovers a corpse in the cellar
of her new home. The dead man was a common laborer, and a subsequent coroner's examination shows he was murdered
elsewhere and transported to Chawton Cottage. Suddenly Jane and her family are thrust into the center of a brewing scandal in
this provincial village that doesn't take kindly to outsiders in general—and to Austens in particular. And just as Jane glimpses a
connection between the murder and the shattering truth concealed somewhere in Lord Harold's papers, violent death strikes yet
another unsuspecting vicitim. Suddenly there are suspects and motives everywhere Jane looks—local burglaries, thwarted
passions, would-be knights, and members of the royal family itself who want Lord Harold hushed . . . even in death. As the tale of
one man's illustrious life unfolds—a life that runs a parallel course to the history of two continents—Jane races against time to catch
a cunning killer before more innocent lives are taken. But her determination to protect Lord Harold's legacy could exact the
costliest price of all: her own life. Jane and His Lordship's Legacy is historical suspense writing at its very finest, graced with
insight, perception, and uncommon intelligence of its singular heroine in a mystery that will test the mettle of her mind and heart.
Psalms Night & Day,”Psaumes Nuit et Jour,” is one of Paul Beauchamp’s most popular books, one that has been translated into
several languages; it is here being offered for the first time in English. The Psalms have experienced new interest and have
presented scholars with new demands. Peter Rogers, rector of the Jesuit community in New Orleans, with his great esteem for
Beauchamp's approach, has devoted much time and attention to the translation. The result of his dedication is this beautiful
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presentation and appreciation of selected Psalms in ways accessible to everyone.

Understand Not Only What Scripture Says but How to Live It Today A new commentary for today’s world, The Story of
God Bible Commentary explains and illuminates each passage of Scripture in light of the Bible’s grand story. The first
commentary series to do so, SGBC offers a clear and compelling exposition of biblical texts, guiding everyday readers in
how to creatively and faithfully live out the Bible in their own contexts. Its story-centric approach is ideal for pastors,
students, Sunday school teachers, and laypeople alike. Three easy-to-use sections designed to help readers live out
God’s story: LISTEN to the Story: Includes complete NIV text with references to other texts at work in each passage,
encouraging the reader to hear it within the Bible’s grand story EXPLAIN the Story: Explores and illuminates each text as
embedded in its canonical and historical setting LIVE the Story: Reflects on how each text can be lived today and
includes contemporary stories and illustrations to aid preachers, teachers, and students
Her Name is Woman Book 2 provides relevant Scripture passages on more famous—and not so famous—women of the
Bible that we can learn from.
The engaging book, Out of My Mind, will fascinate readers with a compelling story about a disabled girl with a
photographic memory. This instructional guide for literature is a standards-based resource that offers engaging activities
and lessons to help students build literacy skills by analyzing story elements, participating in close reading and textbased vocabulary practice, and determining meaning through text-dependent questions.
Six months before his death in 1982, Gwen Lee recorded the first of several in-depth discussions with Philip K Dick,
discussions which continued over the course of three months. The subjects touched upon include the specifics of his
writing process, his reaction to the scenes and trailers of Blade Runner (he never lived to see the finished film), and
accounts of his religious experiences. The greatest amount of time was devoted to discussions of his final book Owl in
Daylight which remained unfinished. Essential reading for anyone interested in science fiction.
Excerpt from The Prophetic Faith With regard to the use of Scriptural passages in the first and the second part we must
make certain methodological observa tions. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical
work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish
or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully;
any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Whether you’re feeling chronically bogged down in worry of are facing an immediate crisis, Worry Therapy can help. This
little guide offers practical hints for “worryproofing” your life, as well as insights into deeper issues.
Follow along as young Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn embark on various fun-filled yet risky adventures. Readers will be eager to analyze
this well-known story by completing fun, challenging activities and lessons provided in this instructional guide for literature. This guide will
make analyzing this literary piece fun and interesting for students. Exploring story elements in multiple ways, close reading and text-based
vocabulary practice, and determining meaning through text-dependent questions are just a few of the many skills students will walk away with
after interacting with the rigorous and appealing cross-curricular lessons and activities in this resource. Written to support this all-time favorite,
each activity and lesson work in conjunction with the text to teach students how to analyze and comprehend complex literature.
12-spread storybook featuring a Frozen story.
The central Christian beliefs and how they work out in daily life.
Op basis van het bijbelverhaal en de daar omheen geweven legenden beschrijft de auteur een liefdesrelatie tussen Salomo en de koningin
van Sheba
Over the centuries, Jewish and Muslim writers transformed the biblical Queen of Sheba from a clever, politically astute sovereign to a
demonic force threatening the boundaries of gender. In this book, Jacob Lassner shows how successive retellings of the biblical story reveal
anxieties about gender and illuminate the processes of cultural transmission. The Bible presents the Queen of Sheba's encounter with King
Solomon as a diplomatic mission: the queen comes "to test him with hard questions," all of which he answers to her satisfaction; she then
praises him and, after an exchange of gifts, returns to her own land. By the Middle Ages, Lassner demonstrates, the focus of the queen's visit
had shifted from international to sexual politics. The queen was now portrayed as acting in open defiance of nature's equilibrium and God's
design. In these retellings, the authors humbled the queen and thereby restored the world to its proper condition. Lassner also examines the
Islamization of Jewish themes, using the dramatic accounts of Solomon and his female antagonist as a test case of how Jewish lore
penetrated the literary imagination of Muslims. Demonizing the Queen of Sheba thus addresses not only specialists in Jewish and Islamic
studies, but also those concerned with issues of cultural transmission and the role of gender in history.
A vivid portrait Mary Magdalene, one of the Bible’s most compelling women, from the New York Times–bestselling author of Pontiff. Both
sinner and saint, passionate and devoted, the figure of Mary Magdalene has fired imaginations throughout the ages. As arguably the closest
of Jesus’s followers, Mary Magdalene offered a unique perspective on the most enigmatic of men. Drawing on detailed research and
informed speculation, this is a vivid and compelling account of Mary’s life and the Jesus she knew, by the bestselling author of Trial.
Religions are a problem for human rights, and human rights are a problem for religions. And both are problems for courts. This book presents
an interpretation of how religion and human rights interrelate in the legal context, and how this relationship might be reconceived to make
thisrelationship somewhat less fraught.Litigating Religions, an essay adapted by Christopher McCrudden from the Alberico Gentili Lectures
given at the University of Macerata, Italy, examines how the resurgent role of religion in public life gives rise to tensions with key aspects of
human rights, in particular freedom of religion andanti-discrimination law, and how these tensions cannot be considered as simply transitional.
The context for the discussion is the increasingly troubled area of human rights litigation involving religious arguments, such as wearing
religious dress at work, conscientious objections by marriage registrars, admission of children to religious schools, prohibitions on same-sex
marriage, andaccess to abortion. Christopher McCrudden argues that, if we wish to establish a better dialogue between the contending
views, we must address a set of recurring problems identifiable in such litigation. To address these problems requires changes both in human
rights theory and in religiousunderstandings.
Includes an author biography, chapter summaries, vocabulary builders, reproducibles, and cross-curricular activities for students of all
learning styles for Lois Lowry's novel, "Number the Stars"
Women & Music now features even more women composers, performers, and patrons, even more musical contexts, and an expanded view
of women in music outside Europe and North America. A popular university textbook, Women & Music is enlightening for scholars, a good
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source of programming ideas for performers, and a pleasure for other music lovers.
With a vigor and passion rarely found in a scholarly text, Manlio Bellomo has written a broad history of the western European legal tradition. It
is now made available to an English-speaking audience in an elegant and lucid translation from the original Italian.
Luther said that the doctrine of justification by faith alone is "the article upon which the church stands or falls." R. C. Sproul follows Luther's
lead in his concise and compelling work, now repackaged and republished. Justified by Faith Alone surveys the main tenets of the doctrine of
justification in Roman Catholicism and evangelicalism. Sproul is careful to accurately represent Catholic beliefs and observes that while both
traditions agree that faith is necessary for justification, the difference lies in whether faith alone is sufficient. He explores problems with the
Catholic doctrine and champions the sole sufficiency of Christ for our salvation. Effective and engaging, Sproul does not shy away from
difficult theological terms and ideas, but capably guides readers through this famous doctrinal dispute. To those who decry the doctrines of
imputation and justification by faith alone as "legal fiction," Sproul warns that nothing less than the central message of the gospel is at stake.
The Queen of Sheba is a famous legendary figure, first referred to in the Old Testament as bringing great riches to the court of Solomon.
Later Jewish, Islamic, Ethiopian and Christian traditions dwell on different attributes, giving rise to a rich artistic vein, particularly but not
exclusively in Renaissance and later art. The truth is that the Queen of Sheba remains an anonymous figure of legend associated with the
land of Saba', one of the great early kingdoms of southern Arabia (present-day Yemen). The ancient caravan kingdoms of this region have
fascinated travellers and scholars since the nineteenth century but our understanding of the history and culture of this region has been
fundamentally revised as a result of new archaeological discoveries made in recent decades. This exhibition catalogue charts the story from
the Queen of Sheba in art and legend to the archaeological evidence for the historic kingdoms that gave rise to the legend. It contains twelve
essays by leading scholars from Britain, USA, Canada and Europe. Over 300 items are described and illustrated in colour, ranging from littleknown artworks in UK collections to antiquities from Yemen, mostly never previously exhibited in Britain and providing a magnificent record of
the riches of southern Arabia. Book jacket.
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